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Deployment of deep CNNs limited due to their computational and
memory requirement. Many embedded friendly models such as
MobileNet, ShuffleNet, SqueezeNet, and many more are proposed
to serve this purpose. But these models are still not compact
enough to deploy on edge devices. The popular metric based
pruning methods (which are aimed at pruning insignificant and
redundant filters) could achieve limited compression for embedded
friendly models such as MobileNet. In this paper, we propose a
novel hybrid filter pruning method that prunes both redundant and
insignificant filters at the same time. Additionally, we have
designed custom regularizers that enable us to prune more filters
from convolutional layers. Pruning experiments are conducted on
MobileNetv1 based Single-Shot Object Detector (SSD) for face
detection problem. Through our experiments, we could prune
40.11% of parameters and reduce 67.03% of FLOPs from
MobileNetv1 with a little drop in model performance (1.67 mAP
on MS COCO). On an ARM based edge device, the inference time
is reduced from 198ms to 84ms.

• Deep CNNs requires more space due to which their deployment 
is limited

• Neural Network Compression methods [1] aim to reduce 
memory and computational requirement.

• Broadly, these methods are classified into three types: i) 
Network pruning ii) Weight quantization [2] iii) Knowledge 
distillation [3].

Fig. 1 a) Network pruning b) Weight pruning [4] c)

Knowledge distillation [3]

• Filter pruning methods are generic, popular compared to other

network compression methods.

• The existing magnitude based and redundant filter pruning

methods mostly employed on CNNs like VGG-16, ResNet-50,

etc.,.

• It is recommended to use embedded friendly models for real

time applications such as Driver Monitoring System (DMS).

• Most of the network compression methods on embedded

friendly models are based on knowledge distillation.
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Training Details:

• MobileNetv1 based Single Shot Object Detection (SSD) model

[8]

• Initially trained on MS COCO dataset [9]

• Finetuned on WiderFace dataset [10]

• Training images: MS COCO, WiderFace

• Validation images: MS COCO, WiderFace

• Test images: FDDB [11]

Object Detection Results

Face Detection Results

Abstract Experiments

Introduction and Related Works

Contributions

1. Proposed a Hybrid Filter Pruning (HFP) method to prune filters 

that are insignificant and redundant. 

2. Achieving higher model compression through finetuning the 

pruned models with custom regularizers.

3. Developed and compared the state-of-the-art magnitude based 

and redundant filter pruning methods with the proposed 

method.  

Preliminaries: 

Magnitude based filter pruning methods

L-1 norm [5], L-2 norm [6]

Redundant filter pruning methods [7]

Similarity measure (like Cosine similarity, Pearson’s 

Correlation                               coefficient)

The proposed filter pruning framework

Hybrid Filter Pruning

Object Detection (SSD) [8]

Custom regularizers

i indicates either 1 or 2.

𝜆2 is considered as 0.1.

Custom Loss

Results

Conclusions
• Employing the existing filter pruning methods on

embedded friendly models results in significant

performance degradation.

• The proposed Hybrid Filter Pruning method enables the

CNN to consists the filters that are significant and unique.

• The proposed regularizers enable us to achieve higher

compression.

• In the process of pruning, we obtained compact models

that improves the performance by 3% compared to base

model.
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